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Abstract—In this paper we describe a novel discriminative
method for pruning pronunciation dictionary. The algorithm
removes those entries from the dictionary that affect negatively
on speech recognition word error rate. The implementation is
simple and requires no tunable parameters. We have carried out
preliminary speech recognition experiments, pruning multiword
pronunciations created by a phonetician. With the task in hand,
we achieved only minimal improvements in recognition results.
We are optimistic that the algorithm will prove to be useful in
pruning larger dictionaries containing automatically generated
pronunciations.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

index and m is the pronunciation index. Each pronunciation is
given a probability weight p(vlm |wl ). The maximum likelihood
estimate of a pronunciation variant probability is the relative
frequency of the variant among occurrences of the word in
aligned training data. The size of the dictionary can be reduced,
and the confusability can be further decreased, by simply
deleting the least frequent pronunciations from the dictionary.
As discriminative techniques have already proved to improve
acoustic modeling, one could assume better results also by
computing the pronunciation variant probabilities so as to
directly minimize recognition error rate. Most of the earlier
discriminative approaches to learning the pronunciation probability weights have been based on the minimum classification
error (MCE) criterion [5], [1], [2].
The MCE framework computes parameter values using an
objective function that reflects the difference in the probabilities
that the decoder assigns to correct and incorrect hypotheses
[6]. Assuming Wi is the correct transcription of observation X,
class misclassification measure is defined as
X
−gi (X) + log
exp(gj (X)).
(2)

A pronunciation dictionary provides a mapping from words
to their pronunciations as a sequence of phones. The canonical
pronunciations provided by standard pronunciation dictionaries
are inadequate for some speech recognition tasks, notably the
recognition of foreign names [1], [2] and conversational speech
[3]. Many methods have been developed for generation of
alternative pronunciations. Non-native pronunciations for proper
names for example can be generated by rules that convert a
j6=i
sequence of graphemes into a sequence of phonemes [4], or The actual objective function is the misclassification measure
from acoustic training data using a phone recognizer [1].
smoothed by a sigmoid function, making it differentiable and
Simply including all the conceivable pronunciation variants thus suitable for gradient-based optimization.
in the dictionary is rarely an acceptable solution, because with
Schramm and Beyerlein [3] used discriminative model coma larger vocabulary, the probability of confusing one dictionary bination (DMC) to find weights for pronunciation variants. The
entry to another is also higher. Often the pronunciation variants technique was originally motivated by the task of optimizing
are given probability weights to improve recognition results. the language model weight factor [7]. In the DMC framework,
Decoding can be formulated as a process of assigning an logarithmic language model, acoustic model, and pronunciation
observation X to class (word sequence) Wi , if the discriminant probabilities are weighted by parameters Λ, and an objective
function gi (X), gives the highest value. Viterbi decoding function is minimized. The objective function approximates
makes the assumption that it is sufficient to consider only the word error count, but is differentiable:
best pronunciation sequence instead of summing over all the
X
pΛ (Wi |X)η
pronunciation sequences corresponding to a word sequence. The
L(Wi , Wj ) P
,
(3)
0
η
discriminant functions are then
W 0 pΛ (W |X)
j6=i

gi (X) = max p(Wi )p(Vk |Wi )p(X|Vk ),
k

(1)

where Vk is the kth pronunciation sequence that corresponds to
word sequence Wi .
A unigram model is assumed for p(Vk |Wi ), i.e. the dictionary
defines pronunciations vlm of each word wl , where l is the word

where pΛ (W |X) is the log-linear model combination, and
L(Wi , Wj ) is the number of word errors on hypothesis Wj .
η is a tunable parameter.
The MCE objective function has also been used for pruning
pronunciation variants that increase confusability. Vinyals et al.
used the difference in the MCE objective function value, when
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Fig. 1. An example (reduced) pronunciation lattice. Each link represents a pronunciation, denoted by a word followed by a possible colon and a pronunciation
ID. The acoustic model (am) and language model (lm) log probabilities are also included.

a pronunciation is added to the dictionary, to decide whether
the pronunciation should be retained or pruned [1].
Our method is designed for pruning pronunciation variants,
but it could be extended also for discriminative learning of
their weights. It is easy to implement, and uses no tunable
parameters. It is essentially different from all the aforementioned
techniques, because it does not require a smooth objective
function, but optimizes word error rate directly. Common to
all these discriminative methods is that in order to obtain good
performance, extensive amounts of training samples are needed,
and their decoding is computationally expensive.
The next chapter describes the novel algorithm. Section III
presents our speech recognition experiments. Section IV draws
conclusions and points to future directions.
II. A LGORITHM D ESCRIPTION

variant is identified with a colon followed by an integer ID. We
used language model scale factor 30, i.e. the language model
(lm) log probabilities are multiplied by 30 before adding to the
acoustic model (am) log probabilities. The best path through
the lattice is then through the nodes 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, and 11,
corresponding to the pronunciation sequence
i agree this:2 was:1 wondering.
The correct transcription is
i agree that’s what i was wondering.
The lattice shows that pronunciation 2 of word this is easily
confused with word that’s. If this:2 is removed from the lattice,
the new best path is through the nodes 1, 2, 4, 7, 10, and 11,
corresponding to the pronunciation sequence

i agree that’s was:1 wondering.
The algorithm starts by decoding the training data and creating
a recognition lattice of each training utterance. Instead of storing Removal of pronunciation this:2 has corrected one word error,
a word network, as usual, a network of pronunciations is stored. which decreases its score. Removing any other pronunciation
The pronunciation lattice is larger than a traditional word lattice, that exists in the original recognition result would leave no path
but only one lattice at a time needs to be processed, making from the start node to the end node, meaning that the word
the storage requirement minimal.
error rate would be increased, increasing the scores of those
The best path through the pronunciation lattice can be words as well.
decoded, and generally corresponds to the recognition result.
Finally, all pronunciations with a negative score will be
This can be compared to the correct transcription to obtain removed from the dictionary. An assumption is made that the
word error rate. The word error rate from training utterance n effect of removing an entry from the dictionary is independent
(n)
is denoted E0 . The idea is to remove each pronunciation that of removing other entries. To see why this may be a too
occurs in the recognition result, from the lattice, and decode strong assumption, consider a case where a word has two
the best path in the new lattice. The new word error rate, when alternative pronunciations. Both pronunciation variants may
(n)
pronunciation vlm is removed from the lattice, is denoted Elm . get negative scores, because removing either one of them would
The final score given to pronunciation vlm is the total difference reduce confusion and result in a slightly lower word error rate.
in word error rate over the training utterances:
However, removing both variants means that the word cannot
be hypothesized at all, and might lead to a higher error rate.
X (n)
(n)
Slm =
Elm − E0
(4)
To take this kind of dependencies into account, the pruning
n
could be done iteratively: finding the worst scoring dictionary
A positive Slm indicates that the number of word errors entry, removing it from all the lattices, and then iterating until
would be higher if the pronunciation vlm was removed from the the worst scoring remaining dictionary entry has a positive score.
dictionary. A negative score indicates that the number of word In order to still be computationally feasible, one would need to
errors, i.e. confusion, would be reduced, if the pronunciation retain the recognition lattices between the iterations. Thus the
was removed from the dictionary.
algorithm would be computationally somewhat more demanding,
Fig. 1 shows an example pronunciation lattice. If several and use more disk space. We do not yet have results from the
pronunciation variants are defined for a word, a pronunciation iterative algorithm.

III. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS

Only minor improvements in error rate were achieved with
the novel pruning method. The improvement is especially small
considering the additional computational burden. The dictionary
that was used in this experiment was already in the beginning
relatively compact and designed with the aid of a phonetician,
meaning that great improvements may not be possible by pruning
it. It might also be that since the multiword pronunciations are
long, they are not easily confused with other multiwords.

Preliminary speech recognition experiments were carried
out using Aalto University ASR system. The design of the
decoder is described in [8]. The algorithm was evaluated on
a conversational speech recognition task. The ICSI Meeting
Corpus [9] was used both as acoustic model training data and
for dictionary optimization. Lattices for dictionary optimization
were generated without speaker adaptation, but a sequence of
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
VTLN and MLLR adaptation was applied in the final evaluation.
The dictionary included multiword pronunciations added by
We have developed a novel method for pruning harmful
a phonetician [10]. In total the original dictionary contained pronunciations from a speech recognition dictionary. The
83,817 entries. The goal was to reduce confusability between the discriminative method optimizes word error rate directly, instead
conversational multiword pronunciations found in the dictionary, of through gradient-based optimization of a smooth objective
but pruning was not restricted to multiwords.
function. We have evaluated it in an experiment where we
Table I displays the number of pruned pronunciation variants, optimized an English dictionary containing conversational
and recognition results, with various combinations of pronunci- multiword pronunciations, 83,817 entries in total. We noticed
ation probabilities and dictionary pruning. Unity probabilities that by pruning the dictionary, recognition word error rate may
mean equal probability among the different pronunciation be reduced, in contrary to the traditional method of pruning the
variants. Frequency based probabilities are obtained from the least probable pronunciation variants.
relative frequency of the pronunciation variant in the aligned
In this experiment, the improvements in recognition results
training data. Discriminative pruning is the novel method were small. The size of the dictionary was quite small, and the
described in the previous section. This is compared against conversational pronunciations were added by a phonetician,
pruning pronunciation variants with probabilities lower than a meaning that the dictionary was already in the beginning
threshold value times those of the most probable variant.
quite optimal. We are optimistic in obtaining better results
pruning automatically generated pronunciations and with larger
dictionaries. We have also described in this article another
TABLE I
R ECOGNITION RESULTS , AND THE NUMBER OF PRUNED DICTIONARY
algorithm that takes into account the dependencies between
ENTRIES
pronunciation variants in a greedy manner. This algorithm will
be evaluated in the future. We want to compare this algorithm
Probabilities
Pruning
Pruned Entries
WER
Unity
No
0
40.4 %
to MCE-based discriminative approaches. We would also like
Unity
Discriminative
332
40.2 %
to extend this methodology to discriminative optimization of
Frequency
No
0
39.9 %
the pronunciation probabilities.
Frequency
P < 0.016
193
39.9 %
Frequency
Frequency

P < 0.1
Discriminative

2769
190

40.0 %
39.8 %

When the dictionary does not contain probability weights for
pronunciation variants, the dictionary pruning method reduces
word error rate from 40.4 % to 40.2 %. This is a small
improvement compared to 39.9 % error rate achieved by
incorporating the relative frequencies of the probability variants
in the aligned training data as their probability weights. However,
the method can be applied after incorporating the pronunciation
probabilities. This further reduces the error rate to 39.8 %.
The test set contained 2000 utterances. The 190 pronunciations pruned by the novel method from the dictionary with
pronunciation probabilities, occurred in 96 test set utterances
before pruning. Among this subset of the test data, the WER
improvement was from 36.6 % to 36.0 %. On 17 of these
96 utterances, the result was improved by pruning, and on 9
utterances the result was degraded.
Simply pruning a similar number of pronunciations, based on
their maximum likelihood probability in the training data, does
not improve error rate. In fact, we generally saw an increasing
number of errors, when a reasonable number of dictionary
entries are pruned with this method.
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E RRATUM
The published paper had the minus sign missing from
Equation 2.

